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To navigate the Apple Watch User Guide, click Table of Contents at the top of the page. To download the Apple Watch User Guide and view it in the Books app, visit Apple Books.Si need more help, visit the Apple Watch support website. Set up your Apple Watch for a member of the Accessibility family and the reset, reset, restore, and update Settings Thank
you for your feedback. Apple Watch Series 2 has Dual-core 780 MHz Cortex-A7 specification with Apple S2 chipset and 512 MB RAM and 8 GB of internal storage that installed the latest WatchOS version 3 and can upgrade to WatchOS version 4 with lots of features. Great connectivity of this device includes Bluetooth 4.0 version with A2DP, 802.11 b/g/n
Wi-Fi and NFC to make payments and allows connection to other devices. Including the Li-Ion 334 mAh non-removable battery (1.27 Wh), the Apple Watch Series 2 smartwatch is 52.4 grams and is a thin device, only 11.4 mm. Apple Watch Series 2 Apple Watch Series 2 Specification SpecificationDescarmadas: 42.5 x 36.4 x 11.4 mm (1.67 x 1.43 x 0.45
inches) Weight: 52.4 Body g (1.83 oz) Build: Stainless Steel/Ceramic Back SIM : No -50m Waterproof Display: Waterproof Display ATYPE 16M Colors Size: 1.65 inches, 8.6 cm2 (55.4 screen-to-body ratio) Resolution: 390 x 312 pixels (303 ppi density) Protection: OSwatchOS 3.0 sapphire crystal, Upgradable to 4.0 Chipset and CPUChipset: Apple S2 CPU:
Dual-core 780 MHz Cortex-A7 GPU: PowerVR G6200 MemoryCard Slot: No Internal: 8GB, 512MB RAM CameraNo ConnectivityWLAN : Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n Bluetooth: 4.0, A2DP GPS: Yes, with GLONASS NFC : Yes SensorsAclerometer, Gyroscope, Heart Rate BatteryNon-removable Li-Ion Battery 334mAh (1.27 Wh) Apple Watch Series Video Review The
12 main features on the Apple Watch Series 2 include: Brighter display Best Faster Graphics Processor Processor (S2 or S1P) Water Resistance 50 Meters 2... Apple Watch Series 2 User's Manual The Apple Watch Series 2 User Guide Manual was written in English and published in PDF File . You can get important information about your Apple Watch
Series 2 phone with its user manual, user guide and instruction manual. Apple Watch Series 2 Manual available online, you can read the PDF user manual for Apple Watch Series 2. Tags: Support Communities / Apple Watch / Apple Watch Usage Looks like no one has responded in a while. To start the conversation again, simply ask a new question.
Content of the page loaded Jul 3, 2017 5:59 AM in response to lbcliff In response to lbcliff HiApple does not provide the User's Guide in pdf format. The Guide to Apple Watch is available: If you want to send feedback to Apple, you can do so here: Jul 3, 2017 5:59 AM Reply Helpful (1) Thread reply - more options User profile for user: lbcliff Question: Q:
Apple Watch Series 2 User PDF Guide This website uses cookies to improve your user PDF guide to improve your website to improve your thread response - more user profile options for the user: lbcliff Question: Q: Apple Watch Series 2 User PDF Guide This website uses cookies to improve your user PDF guide to improve your website while browsing the
website. Of these, cookies that are classified as needed are stored in your browser, as they are essential for the operation of the basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt out of these cookies. But excluding some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. AirPods - View other user manuals for Apple brand Apple Watch – wristwatch with additional functionality (smart watch), created by Apple and introduced on September 9, 2014. For your complete work requires a family of iPhone 5 or later smartphones.
Original Apple Watch watches are divided into three types: Apple Watch with Apple Watch Sport Sapphire Glass (grey or silver anodized aluminum body, with Ion-X glass) Apple Watch Edition (gold body design) The second generation apple watch series 2 was introduced in September 2016. Apple Smartwatch PDF Manual File Size Download Apple Watch
PDF Link User Manual.pdf 4.8Mb Download Apple Watch Schematics 2.jpg 90.2kb Download Apple Watch Schematics link.jpg 86.4kb Download Specifications The watch screen (two options: 1.32 inches on 38 mm (272 × 340 pixels) 340 pixels, 340 pixels, 326 ppi) or 1.5 inches in 42 mm (312 × 390 , 326 ppi)) OLED type, protected sapphire crystal, is able
to distinguish between pressing and touching. Sensitive to pressing force (Force Touch technology). Controls: The watch is equipped with a Digital Crown circular wheel on the side side and an elongated rocker button under it. The wheel is used to move or zoom in; Clicking on it allows you to return to the home screen. The lighter is used to call 12 selected
subscribers, who can call or send a message (if the right person is not there, you can go to the second search method - in the phone book, rotating Digital Crown). On the left side – speaker and microphone slots. Photodiodes for pulse measurement can be located at the bottom of the watch. For vibration is the linear movement of responsible drive of the
Taptic motor, its impact (on receiving warnings, etc.) is similar to an easy tap on the wrist. The watch has no connectors, the battery recharges (capacity 205 mAh) using an inductive adapter with magnetic clamps. It is recommended to charge the watch every day, the full charge lasts about two hours; The battery will not lose more than 20% of the original
capacity for every 1000 recharge cycles. In one of the slots is a technological port, covered with a plug purpose not yet known – this connector is supposed to be for accelerated loading, which can be used later). On the Apple Watch there is no usual pcb, instead of using the so-called (SiP, system in package) Apple S1 (all the elements needed for watch
work are packed in a small metal box, processor, chip RAM, chip NAND flash memory, sensors). On the built-in storage capacity clock of 8 GB, of which the user is available a little more than 6 GB. There are no cameras, but the device can be used as an iPhone remote viewfinder. Own GPS receiver for the original series of watches is not (added in series
2), they use the phone's navigation resources, communicating with it via Bluetooth 4.0 and Wi-Fi 802.11b/g. Watches have an NFC interface and allow you to make contactless payments using the Apple Pay system. There's a gyroscope and an accelerometer. According to specifications, the watch complies with IPX7 and is capable of withstanding a 30-
minute immersion in water up to a depth of one meter. The watchOS operating system has an interface reminiscent of iOS, but with round icons. Functionality The Apple Watch screen is turned off while you're not looking at it. As soon as you turn your hand in the eye, the screen is activated (unlike some Android-based models, your Apple device will
immediately return to standby mode as soon as you turn off your watch hand). If you want to immediately turn off the screen, simply cover it with the palm of your hand. Dial-up SMS – using voice dictation (Russian is recognized), the normal keyboard does not fit on a small screen. You can use an already made template. Built-in Fitness Tracker (Analog
Adjustment): Pulse measurement, counting steps and calories. Taptic Engine lets you send other time owners from Apple a set of taps or beats. Siri Assistant (called by pressing and holding the wheel). Mail client with limited functionality (the text of some letters is fully displayed, and when you try to read others it advises opening the iPhone and running the
corresponding application there). You can't reply to a message with a watch, you can only delete it, mark it as unread, or check the box. No browser on Apple Watch, bookmark as well. On your Apple Watch, you can pour up to 2GB of music. Apple Watch is not designed for game use. In January 2015, several companies, including TapSense and InMarket,
announced plans to launch hyper-local advertising watches on screens. When you turn on your watch immediately you're asked to close its relative, you're asked your phone's iPhone to bring your camera's smartphone to the picture on your Apple Watch screen. Then all apps installed on the iPhone and adapted for the watch are transferred to the device.
Two devices are connected via Bluetooth. In addition, the Apple Watch communicate over Wi-Fi if both devices are connected to the same wireless network. Apple Mac iPad iPhone Watch TV Music Support Set up Apple Watch for a family member Accessibility and Settings Restart, Reset, Restore, and Update Apple - Apple Watch Series 2 42mm Space
Gray Aluminum Case Black Sport Band Apple Watch Series 2 is a superior sports watch that measures your workouts with detailed customizable metrics. An advanced activity tracker that shows you how often you move, exercise and stand up, and lets you share your progress. A powerful health tool that helps you become more aware of your overall well-
being, starting with your heart rate. And an all-day assistant that provides instant access to the people, apps, and information that matters most to you. There are boxes made of aluminum and stainless steel and a full range of interchangeable bands in a variety of styles, colors and materials. All models run watchOS 3.  Key Specs Model Family Apple Watch
Series 2 Maximum Usage Time 18 Hours Operating System Compatibility Apple iOS Touch Screen Yes Water Resistant Yes Operating System Vers Body Metricsd Heart Screen Meter Size 42 millimeters Features Mobile Notifications Yes Email Capable Yes Text Messages Yes Vibration Alert Yes Alarm Yes GPS Yes Processor Mark Apple Voice On Yes
Built-in Microphone Yes Calendar Yes Music &amp; Environmental Light Sensor, Gyro Sensor, Heart Rate Sensor Wi-Fi Compatibility Bluetooth Compatibility, Wireless B, Wireless G, Wireless N Internet Connectable Yes Bluetooth Enabled Yes Bluetooth Version 4.0 Maximum Performance Depth of Water Resistance 0 feet Battery strength indicator
Uninscology Charging Interface Not Applicable Battery Type Rechargeable Battery Rechargeable Battery Yes Screen Type Digital Display Type Curved No Date/Time Display Date and Time Clock Display Yes Clock be set to length S/M or M/L); 1m Magnetic Charging Cable; 5W USB Power Adapter Series 2 Model Number MP062LL / A Dimension Case
Length 1.7 inch Case Thickness 0.4 inch Box Width 1.4 inch Other Product Name Apple Watch Series 2 42mm Grey Space Aluminum Black Sports Band Brand Apple DOWNLOAD APPLE WATCH SERIES 2 MP062LL/ A MANUAL MANUAL
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